Abstract-Oblivious-RAMs (ORAM) are used to hide memory access patterns. Path ORAM has gained popularity due to its efficiency and simplicity. In this paper, we propose an efficient integrity verification layer for Path ORAM, which only imposes 17% latency overhead. We also show that integrity verification is vital to maintaining privacy for recursive Path ORAMs under active adversaries.
I. INTRODUCTION
Privacy and integrity are two huge concerns in cloud storage and cloud computing. Privacy requires that an adversary not learn any information about the user's sensitive data. Integrity in storage outsourcing requires that the user's data is not tampered with; and in computation outsourcing it requires that the correct program is correctly executed on the correct input as the user requests.
In both applications, even if the data is encrypted, access patterns can leak a significant amount of information [1] , [2] . Goldreich and Ostrovsky proposed Oblivious-RAM (ORAM) algorithms [3] to hide the memory access pattern. There has been significant follow-up work that has resulted in more efficient ORAM schemes [4] , [5] , [6] , [7] , [8] , [9] , [10] , [11] , [12] , [13] . In this paper, we focus on a recent construction called Path ORAM [14] , [15] for its simplicity and efficiency.
An interesting application of ORAM is to improve the security level of secure processors in cloud computing. Most previous secure processors-including Intel TXT [16] , eXecute Only Memory (XOM) [17] , [18] , [19] and Aegis [20] , [21] -do not prevent leakage from memory access patterns. Ascend [22] is a recently-proposed secure processor that uses recursive Path ORAM to conceal the memory access pattern. Ascend as described in [22] assumes only passive adversaries monitoring the Path ORAM and the pin traffic, and therefore cannot provide integrity of its computation.
In this paper, we show that recursive Path ORAMs without integrity verification cannot maintain privacy under active adversaries. Then we present an efficient integrity verification scheme for (recursive) Path ORAM, which adds only 17% latency overhead. With our mechanism and certified execution as described in [23] , we can achieve both privacy and integrity in cloud computing by only trusting Ascend hardware and not the program or the server.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section II reviews Path ORAMs. Section III examines Path ORAM security under active adversaries. Section IV and V present our integrity verification scheme for single and recursive Path ORAMs. We evaluate our proposed scheme in Section VI. Extentions and related work are discussed in Section VII. Section VIII concludes the paper. 
II. PATH ORAM
We briefly decribe Path ORAM below. Readers can refer to [15] for details.
Path ORAM organizes the physical external memory as a binary tree (Figure 1 ), where each node is a bucket that can hold up to Z data blocks. The root of the tree is referred to as level 0, and the leaves as level L. All the blocks are encrypted with probabilistic encryption. If a bucket has less than Z blocks, the remaining space is filled with encrypted dummy blocks.
A client makes requests to Path ORAM via a trusted ORAM interface. A client is the user in the cloud storage scenario, and is the secure processor in cloud computing. The ORAM interface is made up of two main structures, a position map and a stash. The position map is a lookup table that associates each data block with a leaf in the ORAM tree. The stash is a memory that can hold a small number of data blocks at a time. The external ORAM tree stores an (address, data, leaf) triplet for each block (with address 0 reserved for dummy blocks).
Path ORAM invariant. At any time, each data block in Path ORAM is uniformly randomly mapped to one of the 2 L leaves in the ORAM tree via the position map; if a block b is currently mapped to leaf l, then b must be stored either (i) on the path from the root to leaf l, or (ii) in the stash (see Figure  1) . We also refer to the path from the root to leaf l as path l.
Path ORAM operations. When the client requests a block b with address u, the ORAM interface performs the following operations:
1) Look up the position map with u, yielding leaf label l.
2) Read all the buckets along path l. Decrypt all blocks and add all real blocks to the stash. 3) Return b on a read or update b on a write. 4) Replace l with a new random leaf l (update the position map). 5) Evict (after probabilistic encryption) as many blocks as possible from the stash to path l. Fill any remaining space on the path with dummy blocks. We will refer to Step 2-5 as access(ORam, l). The path read and write (step 2 and 5) should be done in a data-independent way (e.g., from the root to the leaf).
Due to probabilistic encryption, the ciphertexts of all the blocks on path l will change. The only information revealed to an observer on access(ORam, l) is the leaf label l.
Step 4 guarantees that whenever a block is accessed, the old leaf label l is replaced by a new random leaf l . So on each access, an observer only sees that a random path is read and written regardless of the address sequence actually requested.
Recursive Path ORAMs. is long (on the scale of 2 L1 ), then with high probability the adversary can find l 1 = l * 1 somewhere in the transcript. Then in step 3), the ORAM interface gets P, the snapshot of path l 1 before the last path write-back operation (rather than the latest version of path l 1 ). In this case, if the same block is accessed, the ORAM interface must get the same leaf label l 0 = l * 0 from the snapshot. However, if a different block is accessed, l 0 = l * 0 happens with only 2 −L0 probability. Therefore, the adversary distinguishes memory access pattern (a) from (b) with nonnegligible (actually quite high) probability.
A lesson from this attack is that integrity verification cannot be done in the background. In other words, the ORAM interface cannot speculatively access ORam i before verifying the leaf label it gets from ORam i+1 . Security breaks when the ORAM interface exposes the replayed label (l 0 in the attack).
A single Path ORAM (non-recursive) is not vulnerable to this attack because its position map is securely stored within the ORAM interface. Thus a random path, obtained from the on-chip position map, is read and written on each access.
IV. INTEGRITY-VERIFYING A SINGLE PATH ORAM
Our goal is to verify that data retrieved from Path ORAM is authentic, i.e., it was produced by the ORAM interface, and fresh, i.e., it corresponds to the latest version the ORAM interface wrote.
A naïve solution is to store a Merkle tree [24] in external memory, where each bucket in the ORAM tree corresponds to a leaf of the Merkle tree. We note that this scheme would work with any kind of ORAM, and similar ideas are used in [25] . To verify a bucket, the ORAM interface loads its corresponding path and siblings in the Merkle tree and checks the consistency of all the hashes. This scheme has large overheads for Path ORAM, because all the (L + 1) buckets on a path have to be verified on each ORAM access.
To reduce the integrity verification overhead, we exploit the fact that the basic operation of both the Merkle tree and Path ORAM is reading/writing paths through their tree structures. This idea was first introduced in our prior work [26] . We present an improved version here.
We create an authentication tree that has exactly the same structure as Path ORAM (shown mirrored in Figure 2 ). Let B i be the i-th bucket in the ORAM tree, and h i be the corresponding node in the authentication tree. At a high level, each hash in the authentication tree depends on its two children as well as the corresponding bucket in the Path ORAM tree, i.e., h i = hash(B i ||h 2i+1 ||h 2i+2 ). (Note B 2i+1 and B 2i+2 are the two children of bucket B i ). The root hash h 0 is stored inside the ORAM interface and cannot be modified by an adversary. Similiar to a Merkle tree, the security of the proposed scheme can be reduced to the collision resistance of the hash function.
However, initially both the ORAM tree and the authentication tree contain random bits due to the uninitialized memory state, so the hash will not match. One solution is to initialize the authentication tree at start time, which involves touching every node in both trees at least once. To avoid initialization, we add two one-bit child valid flags to each bucket B ilabeled f of bucket B i have been initialized. Now we can exclude the uninitialized children from the hash input: if bucket B i has been touched before, h i should match
where '∨' and '∧' are logical OR and AND operators, respectively. The leaf hashes only depend on the corresponding leaf buckets (they have no children or child valid flags).
We say a non-root bucket B i is reachable, denoted as reachable(B i ) = 1, if and only if the corresponding child valid flags equal 1 in all the buckets on the path from the root bucket to B i . The root bucket B 0 is special since it has no parent. We let reachable(B 0 ) = f All data touched in external memory is shaded in Figure 2 .
We emphasize that both the hashes along the path of interest and the sibling hashes should be read into the ORAM interface, so that in Step 4 the hashes can be computed in parallel. In summary, on each ORAM access 2L hashes (along the path and the sibling) need to be read into the ORAM interface and L hashes (along the path) need to be updated in the external authentication tree.
Suppose 
V. INTEGRITY-VERIFYING RECURSIVE PATH ORAMS
A direct solution is, of course, to apply the above scheme for a single ORAM to every ORAM in the recursion. As noted before, integrity verification for position map ORAMs is on the critical path: the ORAM interface has to verify that all the hashes match before reading the next ORAM. The latency of evaluating a hash function (e.g., SHA-1) often depends on the length of the input. In this section, we show that the input to the hash can be significantly reduced for position map ORAMs, if we use a slightly relaxed but still strong enough security definition for integrity verification.
Definition 1. An integrity verification scheme for ORAMs is secure, if no computationally bounded adversary with the ability to modify ORAMs can with non-negligible probability (a) change the output of the ORAM interface without being detected, or (b) learn anything about the memory access pattern.
The above security definition is weaker than that of hash trees in the sense that it does not require detecting modifications to ORAMs that do not change the output of the ORAM interface. The definition is still sufficiently strong because under such modifications the client still receives the correct data from the ORAM interface.
Our main theorem relies on the use of seeds in probabilistic encryption schemes based on pseudorandom functions.
|X| is a family of pseudorandom functions indexed by key K. The length of the key K is the security parameter. To encrypt a message X, the encryption module feeds a seed s to G K , and then XORs the output (as a one-time pad) to X. The ciphertext is the seed s together with the one-time padded string
The pseudorandomness of G K guarantees that G K (s) is indistinguishable from truly random strings. The security of the encryption also requires that the ORAM interface reuses the same seed with at most negligible probability (if the same seed is used in both
would be revealed to the adversary). This can be guaranteed by using s = BucketCtr||BucketID, where BucketCtr is a 64-bit counter that is incremented on each access and is initialized to 0 when a bucket is first accessed.
Given Definition 1, we make the following key observation.
Theorem 1. To get a secure integrity verification scheme for recursive Path ORAMs, it suffices to integrity-verify data ORAM and the seeds for position map ORAMs.
Proof outline. The proof of the theorem is based on two insights. First, data ORAM stores (address, data, leaf) triplets. If the ORAM interface gets the wrong leaf label from corrupted position map ORAMs, it can detect that in data ORAM. Second, since the seeds s are integrity-verified, an adversary cannot steer the ORAM interface to re-using the same seed with the same key. If the seeds in position map ORAMs are fresh and authentic, any ciphertext produced by an adversary will decrypt into random bits. In that case, the ORAM interface will behave indistinguishably-always accesssing a random path in each ORAM-and the adversary cannot learn anything about the access pattern. We will prove these two insights as lemmas. , where m is the total number of accesses, and is polynomial in the security parameter. From an observer's view, the ORAM interface exposes a leaf label (accesses a path) for each ORAM in the recursion. Let l i j be the path read and written for ORam i on the j-th ORAM access, where
We can regard all the position map ORAMs combined as PosMap, which takes the address sequence u as input, and returns to the ORAM interface a sequence of leaf labels l 0 = (l , the path read/written in the smallest ORAM, is stored securely inside the ORAM interface, so it is uniformly random.
Leaf labels for the other ORAMs, l i j (i < H − 1), are produced during the execution of PosMap . Suppose the original leaf label l i j is part of a block X in ORam i+1 . By [X] we denote the restriction of X to the bits that represent the leaf labels for ORam i ; this excludes the address and leaf for X itself in the triplet X. At any time, [X] is uniformly random 1 because it always contains fresh leaf labels. (Recall that whenever a leaf label is used in ORAM operations, it will be replaced with a new random one). So the same restriction of the ciphertext Lemma 1 states that the ORAM interface can detect any wrong leaf label it gets from PosMap when it accesses the authentic and fresh data ORAM. Note that Lemma 1 does not preclude the possibility that PosMap , though modified, still gives the correct leaf label l 0 j . We emphasize that the client will still get the authentic and fresh data from the ORAM interface in this case.
Lemma 2 states that as long as the seeds are verified, the paths accessed for each ORAM in the recursion by the ORAM interface will be computationally indistinguishable from uniformly random, regardless of how an adversary tampers with the rest of the contents in position map ORAMs. In the proof of Lemma 2, it is important that the seeds are verified. If s can be tampered with, then X may not be G K (s) ⊕ Y . The attack in Section III takes advantage of this security hole.
Combining the two lemmas completes the proof of Theorem 1 and the security of our proposed scheme. 
VI. EVALUATION
We evaluate our integrity verification assuming Path ORAM is implemented on commodity DRAM. We use DRAMSim2 [27] , a publicly available, open source JEDEC DDRx memory system simulator, which models memory controllers/channels, DRAM banks/ranks. Assuming data ORAM is 8 GB with 50% utilization (resulting in 4 GB working set) and has a 128-byte block size, the best configuration in [26] uses Z = 3 and a 32-byte block size for position map ORAMs, which we take as the baseline. Following [26] , we assume four independent channels and use DRAMSim2's default DDR3 micron configuration with 16-bit device width, 1024 columns per row in 8 banks, and 16384 rows per DRAM-chip. We also assume CPU frequency is 4× that of DDR3. We use the SHA-1 hash (160 bits) and assume an 80-cycle latency of hashing 512 bits and a 50-cycle encryption/decryption latency.
[26] has explored the design space of recursive Path ORAMs without integrity verification. With integrity verification, the optimal configuration of recursive Path ORAMs differs from what's proposed in [26] . We can tune position map ORAM block size to make space for the two child hashes in each bucket. Figure 3 gives the latency overhead of integrityverifying recursive Path ORAMs with different position map ORAM block sizes. Hit delay is the latency to return data (when path reads for all ORAMs and decryption finish); ready delay is the time until Path ORAM can be accessed again (when path write-back for all ORAMs finish). With integrity verification the optimal position map block size is 80 bytes. It increases hit delay by 17.4% and ready delay by 16.9%, compared with the baseline. If we continue using a 32-byte position map block size, integrity verification increases hit delay by 26.3% and ready delay by 20.7%.
Theorem 1 enables us to reduce the hash input for position map ORAMs, from the entire bucket to just a seed, besides two child hashes. If we use 128-bit seeds and SHA-1 hash, the reduced hash input is 128 + 2 × 160 = 448 bits, less than the 512 bit SHA-1 input chunk, so we pay only one SHA-1 latency regardless of the bucket size in position maps ORAMs. Without this optimization, 80-byte blocks with Z = 3 will form 240-byte buckets. Adding two child hashes, the hash input is at least 280 bytes (more than 4 × 512 bits). It would take at least 240 cycles to hash them. This would add 160 × 2 = 320 cycles (there are 2 position map ORAMs), which is a 15% additional latency overhead for hit delay and 9% for ready delay.
VII. DISCUSSION AND RELATED WORK

A. Child Valid Flags
In our integrity verification scheme (Section IV) we propose using child valid flags to avoid initializing the authentication tree. This trick is also important for distinguishing real blocks from dummy blocks in the Path ORAM tree. Define Path ORAM utilization to be the ratio between the number of real blocks and the number Z · (2 L+1 − 1) of total blocks in ORAM. Experiments in both [14] and [26] have shown that the utilization of Path ORAM should not be set too high. Otherwise we will need either a very large stash or lots of dummy accesses. However, if initially the external ORAM tree contains random bits, these random bit strings, interpreted as ciphertexts, may decrypt into legitimate-looking real blocks. So Path ORAM begins with an unpredictable utilization. This problem looms large when dummy blocks are just identified with a special address (e.g., all zero) as in [26] : in this case, almost all random ciphertexts will decrypt into real blocks.
The child valid flags can address this problem and avoid the need for initialization. We stored the child valid flags along with each bucket. When a path is accessed, the ORAM interface reads the path from the root towards the leaf. Before reading bucket B i , it first computes reachable(B i ) in the same way as Step 3 in Section IV. As soon as it finds an unreachable bucket, the rest of the path must be unreachable and does not need to be read. The ORAM interface updates the child valid flags on the path write-back as it does in Section IV.
B. Extending Theorem 1 to Other Encryption schemes
In the proof of Lemma 2 and Theorem 1, we restrict the probabilistic encryption schemes to those based on pseudorandom functions and one-time pads. In practice, we can use AES counter mode. We can also extend our proof to any probabilistic encryption schemes that have the desired property: any ciphertexts produced by the adversary will decrypt into random bits. It requires an encryption scheme to have some verified randomness to defeat the replay attack in Section III. For example, we can use the following keyed AES:
where K is a random key (playing the role of a seed) and is verified.
C. Extending Theorem 1 to Background Evictions
For the original Path ORAM proposed in [14] , [15] , each ORAM in the recursion always returns results with a public and pre-determined latency and this is implicitly assumed in the proof of Theorem 1.
But Path ORAM has a probability of stash overflow. [15] proves that the overflow probability is negligible for Z ≥ 8. To prevent stash overflow for small Z, which has better performance, [26] proposes background eviction. Background eviction slowly empties the stash using dummy accesses. It does not affect security since dummy accesses are indistinguishable from real accesses: both read/write random paths. However, background eviction introduces a timing channel to Path ORAM. Path ORAM now returns results with an uncertain latency, depending on the state of the stash.
With background eviction, Theorem 1 is still correct: it still guarantees that the ORAM interface yields the correct output and that an adversary cannot learn anything about the access pattern. But an active adversary may be able to 'slown down' Path ORAMs, if it can turn some dummy blocks into real blocks to increase ORAM utilization. A higher utilization will cause more dummy accesses and increase the average latency of Path ORAM when background eviction is used.
If we want to include "correct latency" in Definition 1, we can simply use a larger Z without background eviction. Another solution is to issue dummy accesses at a fixed rate, which eliminates the timing channel of Path ORAM. The advantage of this approach is that we can still use the aggressive settings if dummy rate is set appropriately; the downside is that we no longer have the guarantee that the stash will never overflow.
D. Related Work
Merkle trees (or hash trees) were proposed in [24] as a means to efficiently verify and update the signature of large documents. Aegis is the first secure processor to provide integrity verification for normal insecure memory (DRAM). It adopts the efficient memory integrity verification scheme proposed in [28] , where the hash tree is cached. However, such optimizations were based on the locality in neighboring memory accesses, and therefore do not work for Path ORAM because Path ORAM shuffles the memory and always accesses random locations throughout the entire memory.
VIII. CONCLUSION
We have proposed an efficient integrity verification method for Path ORAM. Our integrity verification only increases Path ORAM latency by 17%.
